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Across the public sector, new technologies are
delivering a whole raft of efficiencies. Mobile
technologies in particular are facilitating new levels
of productivity and allowing employees to work
anytime, anyplace. Find out more about this, and
how law enforcement agencies are also embracing
mobile solutions, in a special interview with
Microsoft’s Eric Basha on page 116.
Also in this section, discover the latest from the
Smart City Expo, find out how healthcare workers
are embracing Office 2016 and get to grips with the
new tools that are transforming education.
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INTERVIEW

Mobilising the
public sector
We talk to Microsoft’s Eric Basha to find out how public sector
organisations are embracing mobile technology
BY REBECCA GIBSON

L

ike their commercial sector corporate counterparts, public sector organisations are embracing mobile technologies as part of an
overall modernisation effort to improve productivity and give employees access to information
anytime, anywhere. In fact, CEB’s Infrastructure
Executive Council Employee Technology Value
Survey 2011 indicated that more than 60% of
employees use their own mobile devices at work,
while Microsoft research suggests that 80% of
employees frequently work away from their desks.
“The bring your own device (BYOD) trend
is ‘forcing’ public sector organisations to adopt
mobility strategies more quickly than they had
planned as their employees use personal devices

to access e-mail, documents and other corporate
data in the workplace,” says Eric Basha, government industry managing director of Microsoft’s
Worldwide Public Sector Group. “Along with mobile line of business applications, mobile devices
can also replace p
 aper-based processes in the field
and can also be used to capture photographs, digital signatures and voice recordings to create comprehensive case files and records.”
Indeed, notes Basha, smartphones, tablets, twoin-one devices and other mobile technologies can
transform operational procedures for any employee who needs access to records, or to capture
and create data outside the office. “These technologies enable elected and appointed officials to

VIEWPOINT

Mobilising law enforcement agencies
Microsoft’s Kirk Arthur shares how mobile technologies are
improving first response procedures
Immediate access to information is crucial to ensuring
an intelligence-led first response during an incident.
Previously, information was sent from central
operations centres to officers via written notes or radio
frequency, but now vehicles are equipped with mobile
devices and have become dispatch centres where
officers have all the information they need at their
fingertips. Officers, who often have bodyworn cameras
and smartphones, are able to use this technology
to provide their location and status, run and share
suspect information, show images of potential
suspects to victims, and more. Meanwhile, incident
commanders can use mapping programmes and
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Microsoft’s Connect-based Domain Awareness System
to combine information captured in investigation,
intelligence, threat and management systems and
allocate resources appropriately.
Cloud analytics is the lynchpin that supports this
mobile technology and allows first response teams
to quickly gain a full, real-time overview of incidents
and optimise resources to ensure they preserve safety,
property and even lives.
Kirk Arthur is managing director of Business
Development and Worldwide Public Safety
and Justice at Microsoft

P U B L I C S E C TO R

access critical information immediately, whether
they need it during a public meeting, or during
an emergency,” he adds. “They can also use voice
communication or instant message tools to ask
office-based colleagues to follow up on queries or
help them make informed decisions quickly.”
However, regulating the use of personal devices
in the workplace can be complicated, requiring
both policy and technology decisions that impact
which corporate systems and data users can access,
and on what device. Also, it’s costly to develop and
maintain line of business applications for the multiple mobile platforms and devices employees may
bring into the workplace. In addition, if using their
own device for work, employees may be required to
submit all personal and corporate data in the case
of public information requests. And things get even
more complicated if devices are lost or stolen and
the organisation is forced to remotely wipe all of
the information, which may include irreplaceable
personal data.
“Organisations need to verify all users’ identities
and permissions to access all devices (phones,
tablets, desktops and more), as well as apps and
programmes within the workplace,” cautions
Basha. “Data security is of paramount importance in the public sector, so organisations must
guarantee that sensitive data is not inadvertently,
or intentionally, shared inappropriately.”
To simplify security challenges and manage both
the devices and the apps they run, many organisations are deploying mobile device management
(MDM) and mobile application management tools.
But managing the device and app isn’t enough –

being able to control who accesses the device and
managing the rights of data on the device is required
for a holistic security solution. Microsoft’s Enterprise
Mobility Suite, which can be enrolled on up to five
devices per person, is also becoming popular as it
includes MDM for InTune, identity management for
Azure Active Directory Services, and information
protection for Azure Rights Management Services.
“Some organisations are implementing BYOD
policies that require any personal device used in
the workplace to be managed by the organisation
to ensure security and when a device is essential,
many prefer a choose-your-own-device (CYOD)
approach,” says Basha. “With CYOD, employees
are able to select from a list of approved devices
that meet both their professional needs and their
personal preferences. For example, office workers
may want to select a Microsoft Surface Pro 4 or a
Dell XPS 13 laptop as a more powerful replacement

“Data security is of paramount
importance in the public sector”
to a PC, while field workers may choose a small
Panasonic 7-inch FZ-M1 Toughpad rugged tablet.”
Microsoft and its partners are working to create
the next generation of ‘available-anywhere’ enterprise apps, internet of things sensors, and wearable technologies such as body-worn cameras,
biometric sensors and augmented reality, to drive
on-the-go productivity.
“Public sector organisations are also adopting
productivity apps, including Microsoft Office 365
and other line-of-business apps optimised for a
mobile, touch-first user experience to meet the expectations of their constituents and their employees,” says Basha. “Windows 10 and Windows 10
Mobile enable organisations to create a single app
that can run on any device, which simplifies both
app development and management.”
He adds: “Ultimately, any apps, devices or technologies that are adopted to increase the productivity
of public sector workers will result in better service
delivery to the citizens and businesses they serve.”
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SPECIAL REPORT

Smart City Expo
World Congress 2015

Digitisation, tourism, transportation and public safety are trending for
forward-looking cities, says Microsoft’s Paul Hart
BY JACQUI GRIFFITHS

T

housands of delegates headed to Barcelona
in November to discover the latest ideas and
innovations at the Smart City Expo World
Congress 2015. Microsoft’s CityNext initiative was
a major draw, showcasing solutions from 42 partners that are empowering governments, businesses
and citizens to create more sustainable, prosperous
and economically competitive cities. A number of
key themes emerged during the three-day event,
reflecting hot topics for cities around the world and
the wealth of solutions available to address them.
Digitising the city was a common theme in many
conversations. “There is a growing movement to
use phone data, CCTV and sensors to help create a
real-time digital experience of a city,” says Paul Hart,
director of government marketing at Microsoft. “If
you can digitise the analogue, you can digitise the
city, and now we’re seeing the application of the internet of things (IoT), smart apps and the amazing
ability of the cloud to store, manipulate and analyse
the massive volumes of data. For example, there are
mobile apps that enable citizens and their phones to
act as the sensor and digitiser, taking a photo of an

issue such as pot-holes or graffiti and sending data
to the relevant authority to fix the problem. Now, we
are seeing innovations that can detect issues without having to rely on humans. Cameras and sensors
constantly detect and monitor things such as vehicle
and crowd movements, air quality, building energy
usage and the availability of parking places. And
with machine learning analysing the data stream to
spot patterns, anomalies and predict outcomes, the
city gets smarter.”
Smart use of automatically captured data, and
the appropriate privacy treatment of this data, can
enable more inclusive interaction between the
city and its citizens, says Hart. “Smart technology
helps attract a vibrant population to the city either
to live and work or just to visit, but cities also need
to make sure everybody – not just social media
savvy users, or those who can afford technology –
is included. Innovations need to benefit all sectors
of a city society, enabled by the software, analytics and cloud technologies that make it all viable.
That can help those with different needs, such as
older generations, to interact and benefit.”
Tourism was also a hot topic at the event, as cities look for ways not only to attract visitors, but
also to inspire them to spend money. “Many cities have a dependency on tourism to drive their
economy,” explains Hart. “If your city’s residents
visit other places during vacations and spend

“There is a growing movement to
use phone data, CCTV and sensors
to help create a real-time digital
experience of a city”
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their money elsewhere, it’s imperative to balance
that by attracting high spending visitors to your
city. We had a lot of demonstrations of proximity-
based apps that respond when you arrive in the
city and tell you where to get a coffee, taxi, bus or
where to stay, as well as apps that help to guide
crowds around the city and its attractions.
“For example, delegates were able to see how
CityNext Partner Bismart has worked with
Microsoft, Barcelona City Council and the
Sagrada Família to transform the visitor experience by enabling the analysis of massive
amounts of real-time data from the city’s IoT
sensors. Insights from that data enable the Smart
Destination app to help tourists and city residents
plan their Barcelona itinerary based on their interests, budget and available time.”
With so much emphasis on the movement of
large numbers of people, transportation was another major highlight. “There was a lot of focus
on enabling green transportation, from bicycles
to trains and, of course, cars,” says Hart. “The
challenge of cars sparked discussions around
traffic management and parking. We saw a lot
of activity around using sensors to address these
issues and visitors were able to explore Altran’s
IoT-enabled car at the Microsoft booth.”
Security is a top concern for cities, and public safety
was high on the agenda. “Security of the population
and visitors is a vital ingredient for a good economy,” says Hart. “We saw a lot of solutions for public
safety, including the ‘first responder’ exhibit at the
Microsoft booth, where our partners demonstrated

how technology trends such as cloud computing,
body-worn cameras, CCTV, digital evidence management, analytics and public safety broadband are
revolutionising solutions in this space.”
The strength of Microsoft CityNext was amply
illustrated at the 2015 World Smart City Awards,
which numbered several Microsoft partners
among the finalists. The Innovative Idea Award

Altran’s IoT-enabled
car attracted plenty of
interest at Microsoft’s
CityNext booth

“Innovations need to benefit all
sectors of a city society, enabled by
the software, analytics and cloud
technologies that make it all viable”
was presented to Findeter for its Digital Diamond
project in partnership with Microsoft Citynext
partner Fundación Metrópoli and Microsoft.
The project combines urban intelligence with
digital technology to enable competitiveness and
eco-development in Colombia.
Across the event, there was clear evidence of
the innovation and expertise that is making the
smart city vision a reality. “The smart city is a
subject that generates a lot of imaginative future
thinking, technology innovation and aspirations
for positive societal impact, equality and sustainability,” concludes Hart. “But it’s clear from this
year’s Smart City Expo World Congress that we
are now moving beyond the hope and aspiration
and into execution and delivery mode.”
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PROFILED: MINISTRY OF FINANCE, CYPRUS

Reduced business risk
Via an application modernisation programme, Visual COBOL for Visual Studio delivers a
new innovative platform for growth while drastically reducing business risk

O

ver 25 years ago, the Ministry of Finance’s
Inland Revenue Department (IRD), developed a system for managing its tax-related functions including a method of capturing
the profile of each tax payer in Cyprus and a comprehensive process for tax collection. For years
this application functioned well for its 600 civil
servant users, but its hardware and software infrastructure had become unsupported, posing a
huge business continuity risk to its operations. It
was also difficult to enhance functionality due to
technical limits, yet new business objectives and
government regulations had to be met.
The decision was made to update the system
and various options were explored. With over
a century of business intelligence captured in
the system, re-writing this application would be
expensive, time consuming and risky – mission
critical functionalities could be lost. Research,
conducted by the Ministry of Finance, showed
that no other packaged application in the market
could cover the needs of its tax collection operations. The original system had been developed
using Micro Focus Object COBOL Developer
Suite (OCDS). The IRD had selected Microsoft
.NET as its new platform. As its developers were
comfortable using COBOL, it was important to
retain their talent by building a bridge between
COBOL and this new technology.
SYNTAX IT, Micro Focus’ local partner, implemented a modernisation approach using
Visual COBOL for Visual Studio, which would
enable the IRD to reuse all intellectual property with minimal changes, thus reducing its
business risk.
Moving to the new .NET platform has substantially improved reliability and scalability.
With the old system based on an obsolete, unsupported platform, this posed a massive business risk. It was operating at the limits of its
scalability, unable to accommodate additional
users or flexibly respond to new government
tax regulation. The agile, new environment can
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scale well beyond the capacity required and a
performance improvement of 50% has been recorded for its nightly batch runs.
As part of the modernisation project, reporting
functionality was enhanced. Now extracting
information from these business systems is

much easier than before. Application security
is better, through integration with Microsoft’s

The Ministry of
Finance in Cyprus has
modernised its tax
system

“On average, applications are delivered
up to 30% faster than before”
 ctive Directory, making it easier to comply
A
with continual regulation changes, and delivering new application auditing capability.
“We are able to deliver higher quality applications, faster, thanks to the superior testing
and debugging tools available in Visual COBOL,” says Costas Agrotis, director of information and technology services at the Inland
Revenue. “On average, applications are delivered up to 30% faster than before.”

PROFILED: BROOKL ANDS COLLEGE
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Easing the
administrative burden
Brooklands College has improved meeting management by
implementing BoardPacks from eShare

B

ased in the UK, Brooklands College provides vocational training, and further and
higher education courses to students at two
campuses in Surrey and via distance learning
schemes. The college’s education strategy is set
out by the governing body, which comprises several staff members and volunteers with significant
professional, business or community experience.
The governing body also oversees the college’s financial performance and safeguards its assets.
To make it easier and cheaper to carry out
administrative tasks before governing body
and committee evenings, which are typically attended by 19 governors and up to six staff members, Brooklands College decided to implement
a meeting management solution. After evaluating software from three different providers, the
college chose BoardPacks from eShare.
Using BoardPacks has enabled Brooklands
College to reduce the amount of time required
to prepare for board meetings and improved the
flow of information to governors. “While the
competition had a similar product with regards to
meeting management, we were looking for something that we could expand to include other areas
of business in the future,” said Maggie Wood,
clerk to the governors. “BoardPacks offered this
with the audit, risk, and knowledge functionality.”
Another key factor for choosing eShare was
that it provided data migration services and
training for both administrators and board
members during the initial implementation, and
continues to provide 24-hour assistance.
“What sets eShare apart from its competitors
is its wonderful customer service,” said Maggie
Wood, clerk to the governors. “BoardPacks was
one of the easiest pieces of software I have ever implemented because training was always on hand
and no question was considered too silly. I’ve used

the 24/7 support and found it to be excellent. The
online support section is also fantastic.”
Plus, board members can easily use the governance and meeting management modules in
BoardPacks to handle the more complex aspects
of governance, such as risk, decision making and
compliance. They can also use tablets and laptops
to access meeting details and documents. Users
find the two-click PDF function useful as it allows
them to easily view up-to-date board papers.
All of this enables the governing body to focus
on more meaningful activities that will further
improve students’ education.
“We introduced BoardPacks back in October
and it has worked very well for us,” said Wood.
“It’s easy to use, is eco-friendly and will save us
money. Our board members found it very easy
to get to grips with it, which had been a concern beforehand.”
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INTERVIEW

Exploring new
education trends
Steve Beswick, director of Education at Microsoft UK, tells us what
attendees can expect from Microsoft and its partners at Bett
BY REBECCA GIBSON

S

et to attract more than 600 education technology providers and 36,000 international
visitors, the annual Bett Show is a must-attend event for the UK education sector. Next year
it will take place from 20-23 January in London
and explore topics including business efficiency,
data management, e-safety and using technology
to enhance teaching and learning.
Once again, Microsoft will have a large presence. “Bett has grown significantly over the
past few years and provides Microsoft with the
ideal opportunity to promote our technology
to international customers and personally meet
our partners in a cost-effective way,” said Steve
Beswick, director of Education at Microsoft UK.

In addition to a presentation about its Schools
of the Future project by Anthony Salcito, vice
president of Worldwide Education, Microsoft
will also showcase its solutions alongside 13
partners in its new Partner Village.
“Together with our partners, we’ll highlight how
educators can benefit from adopting Microsoft
technologies, such as OneNote, Sway and Office
Mix,” says Beswick. “We’ll also have interactive
lectures and Showcase Classroom sessions, allowing attendees to try various devices, including the
new Surface Book and Surface Hub.”
One partner exhibiting alongside Microsoft
will be RM Education, a provider of software
and services built on Microsoft Office 365,

INTERVIEW

Benefits of exhibiting at Bett
Lars Gunnar Fledsberg, CEO of Avantador, explains why the company
chose to exhibit its Microsoft Office 365-based education portal at Bett
Why did you choose to exhibit at Bett?
Bett provides a fantastic opportunity to display our
product to the right people in the education sector
and will help us to achieve our aim of reaching a global
customer base.

mobile productivity and collaboration applications
available in Office 365 via the same user interface. In
other words, they have access to everything they need
during the school day in one place in the world’s largest
collaboration platform for education.

What product will you showcase and how does it
help education providers?
We’ll demonstrate our K12 educational portal Skooler,
a learning management system built on Microsoft
Office 365 and Azure. Teachers and students using
Skooler’s modular educational tools can access the

What will be the benefits of exhibiting in
Microsoft’s partner village?
Our target audience is guaranteed to visit our stand, which
will enable us to demonstrate Skooler and ensure that our
potential customers fully understand the benefits it offers
on a daily basis, especially how much time it can save users.
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Bett attracts a wide
variety of education
solution providers
each year

Azure and Intune, as well as Windows-based
networks and devices.
“The Microsoft Partner Village is a fantastic opportunity for RM Education as it will demonstrate
our strong partnership with Microsoft,” says Ben
Mallard, product manager of Network Solutions
at RM Education. “From on-premise, to hybrid
and cloud solutions, we can help schools to harness the power of Microsoft in the classroom.”
Meanwhile, Ruler will exhibit solutions that
connect local school Management Information
Systems with Office 365. “We’ll be demonstrating
solutions that can make existing school systems
more efficient and help teachers maximise the
benefits of Office 365 in the classroom,” says Phil
Smith, managing director at Ruler. “Exhibiting
alongside Microsoft provides a great opportunity
to obtain instant feedback about our products
directly from potential customers at the world’s
largest education technology event.”
Alex Pearce, founder and managing director
of another Microsoft partner, BFC Networks,
agrees: “Bett is where people explore the latest in educational technology and being part
of the Microsoft Partner Village allows us to

“Microsoft’s main
mission is to
empower every
student, teacher and
school on the planet
to achieve more”
STEVE BESWICK, MICROSOFT

demonstrate what we’ve done with the Microsoft
stack to bring free solutions to life.”
Microsoft’s popular Learn Live theatre will
also return. Attendees will be able to hear from
educators, headteachers and some of Microsoft’s
Innovative Expert Educators, including Kevin
Sait and Natalie Lochhead, about how technology
transforms classrooms and student achievement.
Sessions will cover Minecraft in education; using Microsoft Power BI in decision making processes; and adopting Office 365, Windows 10,
OneNote and devices such as the Surface range,
to improve learning both inside and outside the
classroom. Microsoft will also share how it is
working with the BBC to deliver the UK’s computing national curriculum via BBC micro:bit.
“Our technology comes alive when teachers
and students use it in schools, so we want our
customers to be inspired by the case studies they
hear in the Learn Live theatre and understand
how they can implement the same best practices
in their own schools,” explains Beswick.
Certainly, emphasises Beswick, Bett 2016 will
provide an ideal platform for Microsoft and its
partners to share their vision of how technology
can transform education.
“Microsoft’s main mission is to empower every
student, teacher and school on the planet to achieve
more and as we’re currently living in a mobile world
powered by the cloud, we want to take advantage of
this in the education sector,” he says. “Our key education theme is ‘Redefining Learning – changing
the way we teach and learn’, so I’m looking forward
to meeting customers to learn how they use our
technology to improve education. I’m also excited to
meet partners to explore how we can work together
to drive Microsoft’s education vision worldwide.”
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Meeting residents’ needs
S T E V E LY O N : O P T E V I A

Microsoft Dynamics CRM can help housing associations to provide a wider range
of services and cater to the needs of their growing resident demographic

I

n the past, UK-based housing associations
primarily focused on using partial subsidies
from the government and local authorities
to build low-rent properties for unemployed
or low-income residents, and families without
financial support. However, significant changes
to funding streams, compounded by the government’s recent cuts to social housing grants
and social rent limits, have led to many trying to
fund themselves using surplus they have generated from activities in the open market.

“Housing associations
must replace traditional
property-centric systems with
customer-centric solutions”
Consequently, while they continue to develop
partly subsidised social housing, many housing
associations are now building properties that
can be let at an affordable or market rent rate, or
sold on a shared ownership basis or full market
value to all resident demographics. This includes
young professionals, couples and families with
an average income, and even retirees.
Housing associations are also becoming more
involved in community initiatives, providing or
supporting employment training and apprenticeships, regeneration programmes, projects
with young people and social care. Some are
even moving into energy provision.
To provide a wider range of services and
cater to the needs of their growing resident
demographic, housing associations must find
new ways to engage with people. It’s no longer
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enough to know that Mr and Mrs Smith and
their two children live at 5 Park Road. Now
housing associations need to identify their age
and employment status, find out whether the
children are in education or need training, and
more. To do this, housing associations must
replace traditional property-centric systems
with customer-centric solutions. This can be
achieved easily with the help of a customer
relationship management (CRM) system like
Microsoft Dynamics CRM.
Dynamics CRM plays a key role in helping
housing associations to manage all interactions
with residents, stakeholders and other partners.
For instance, Optevia is helping Salix Homes in
Salford to connect Dynamics CRM to its new
self-service portal for residents so it can use the
data they enter to proactively provide advice or
immediately resolve queries. Employees also receive personalised notifications about management tasks and concerns related to individual
resident or stakeholder accounts.
In addition, Dynamics CRM provides a tool
for managing rental or sales processes, enabling
housing associations to track prospective buyers or capitalise on funding opportunities from
private investors. Plus, it can be used to a nalyse
social media and online sources to identify
whether residents are satisfied with its services,
gauge the reputation of its brand and develop
more effective marketing campaigns.
Clearly, Dynamics CRM will prove a vital tool
for many more housing associations as they
continue to take more of an interest in their residents than before.
Steve Lyon is business development director of
Health and Housing at Optevia

VIEWPOINT

Three secrets
to IoT success
M E L I S S A TO P P : I C O N I C S

Unlike many overhyped technology visions over the years, IoT has the
underpinnings to start happening throughout the developed world.
But success requires careful thought

F

or cities, thinking about how to realise the
promise of IoT can be daunting. After all,
with just one of Google’s self-driving cars
gathering 750 MB of sensor data every second
of driving time, the amount of data that a fully
wired city would generate in a second would
have to be in the petabytes. What’s more, cities
would have to figure out where to put all that
data. It’d be a bigger problem than Boston had
finding places to put all its snow during last winter’s relentless blizzards.
Nonetheless, cities around the world are ‘wiring up’, as the many Microsoft CityNext customer stories can attest. Among those cities are

“Cities around the world are ‘wiring
up’, as customer stories can attest”
also many ICONICS customers. They’re successfully transforming themselves through greater
operational visibility and efficiencies using our
HMI/SCADA, mobility, and analytics tools for
cutting-edge energy and sustainability solutions.
In working with hundreds of cities worldwide,
we’ve found that their successful deployments
typically have three common hallmarks that we
might call secrets of their success.
First, they chose one place to start, many with
a specific need in their municipal utilities, water
treatment facilities, transportation systems, or
schools. For example, Arlington, Massachusetts,
a town of 43,000 people six miles northwest
of Boston, started with the need of its public
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schools to consolidate summer operations into
one building, Peirce Elementary School.
After evaluating competitors’ offerings, it
chose ICONICS Facility AnalytiX hosted on the
Microsoft Azure cloud platform. Using Azure
eliminated the need for any upfront capital expenditures in IT infrastructure.
Second, they focused their energies on that starting point to ensure it worked, taking as many lessons as they could from it. When equipment fails,
the software analyses current and historical information (as well as symptom/cause relationships),
executes predictive algorithms and provides a list
of possible causes sorted by probability. This information is securely available to all stakeholders from
desktops, browsers and devices such as Microsoft
Surface tablets. Fault detection and diagnostics
helped the district cut the time its HVAC contractors spend searching for malfunctions by up to 20%.
Third, they didn’t try to solve everything at once,
but rolled out their deployments in phases.
With the success of Arlington’s deployment of
smart energy-management software in that single
elementary school, the town is already working to
adopt it to another school.
Arlington is just one of many examples from the
ICONICS customer base of a city that is implementing IoT – sometimes without actually realising it –
to improve operational visibility and lower costs. As
the town adds more buildings to its smart-energy
network, those benefits will continue to grow.
Melissa Topp is director of global marketing
at ICONICS

P R O F I L E D : TO W N & C O U N T R Y H O U S I N G
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Accelerating citizen
services development
A UK social housing organisation has developed its service charges enquiries system and money
support service using Optevia solution and Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2015

U

K-based Town & Country Housing Group
(TCHG) provides more than 9,000 homes
in 22 local authorities in Kent, Sussex,
Surrey and South London. Like all UK housing
associations, TCHG must send out service charge
notices twice a year, but its disparate systems
made difficult to manage related resident queries.
“We would send out a letter explaining the service rate charge with a breakdown of all costs, then
our call centre team would be inundated with queries,” says Jamie Barker, project manager at TCHG.
“Calls would be logged on disparate and siloed
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, which were difficult
to query and also often tricky to locate. We did not
have a true reflection of service demand.”
To remedy this, TCHG worked with public sector customer relationship management (CRM)
solutions provider Optevia to develop an in-house
service charges enquiries system, which launched
in July 2015. Built on Optevia’s Social Housing Essentials Software (OSHE) and M
 icrosoft
Dynamics CRM 2015, the system allows TCHG’s
internal teams to quickly create bespoke service
lines. TCHG designed, configured and deployed
the system after just two days of training and online learning sessions with Optevia.
“We worked with various teams and designed
a full end-to-end process with associated service
level agreements and intelligent workflow, which
ensures that any queries are routed to the right individual or department,” explains Barker. “By developing an integrated view, we were able to rationalise the existing 42 service charge items to only the
ones that were relevant to improve user experience
and answer customer queries more quickly.”
It’s also easier for TCHG to set internal expectations about system delivery times and new
service lines. “We now have a six- to eight-week
release cycle for introducing new processes and

functionality within Dynamics CRM,” enthuses
Barker. “We’re also better positioned to take the
design requirements from our business and provide feedback on feasibility and timescales.”
TCHG also used OSHE and Dynamics CRM
2015 to develop and successfully launch a money
support service to help residents consolidate their
debts and establish a debt repayment programme.
“Last year we managed more than 500 money
support cases and, two weeks after the new service
went live, we logged 40 cases,” says Barker, adding
that this figure is likely to increase due to the UK’s
recent welfare reforms. “Our new money support
service enables us to look at outstanding debts at
the end of a repayment programme and determine
whether customers need additional support from
our team. Essentially, we can be much more proactive and supportive of those customers that may
find themselves in financial hardship.”
In future, TCHG’s onsite project team will use
OSHE to manage and extend the systems, while
more complex change requests or new development
lines will be carried out with the help of Optevia.

Optevia’s OSHE
solution and Microsoft
Dynamics CRM 2015
allow TCHG to quickly
develop services lines
as and when required
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P R O F I L E D : PA R K D A L E S E C O N D A R Y S C H O O L

Using
virtualisation
to modernise
education
Dell Wyse vWorkspace technology has helped
Parkdale Secondary School to deploy a bring your
own device strategy and meet increasing demand
for IT in classrooms despite funding cuts

A

lthough IT-enabled classrooms have
been shown to create more engaging
learning environments for students,
maintaining the infrastructure to support
them isn’t easy. Faced by cuts to a government-funded Digital Education Revolution
platform, which provided school pupils aged
over 14 with access to laptops, Parkdale
Secondary College needed to find a new way
to increase access to computers during lessons. Although the school, which is based in
Victoria, Australia, already had ten computer

“We’ve established a common
user experience for all students”
labs, these were in constant use and were o
 ften
oversubscribed. To reduce students’ and teachers’ reliance on these computer labs and continue providing reliable IT access, the school’s
governing body decided to implement a bring
your own device (BYOD) strategy.
Working in collaboration with Dell partner
and education specialist globalone, Parkdale
Secondary College evaluated several software
solutions and after running a proof of concept
(POC) and evaluating costs, Parkdale opted to
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implement Dell Wyse vWorkspace to facilitate
its new BYOD initiative. The college opted for
Wyse vWorkspace from Dell due to its ability to
offer fast logons, location-aware printing functionality and the platform’s easy-to-use interface.
“As part of the POC, the principal and some
students were given access to vWorkspace-driven
desktops,” says Owen Johnson, senior IT engineer at Parkdale Secondary College. “Comments
were that it looked and worked exactly like their
existing desktop environment.”
To simplify deployment, globalone prebuilt
components of the Dell Wyse
vWorkspace environment on four Dell
PowerEdge R720 servers, which were then
deployed onsite. The school saved significant
resources by using its existing PowerEdge
R710 servers to support the environment’s
core management features and its existing Dell
EqualLogic storage.
The Dell Wyse vWorkspace platform also
proved to be highly cost-effective from a
Microsoft licensing perspective, particularly
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because students are now able to access data via
Microsoft Remote Desktop Session Hosts or a
virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI).
“The vWorkspace environment enabled us
to capitalise on our existing Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development
Microsoft licence agreement,” explains Johnson.
“The solution also allowed for 500 concurrent
licences, instead of purchasing 1,500 seats under
the solutions we evaluated, making a substantial
saving of AU$31,000 each year.”
Now that Parkdale Secondary College has
rolled out its BYOD policy, it has a much more
sustainable way to deliver deeply engaging
learning environments to its growing student
population. For example, the students all receive the same high-standard, VDI-driven
desktop experience or streamed applications,
regardless of the power of their device.
“We’ve established a common user experience for all students,” says Johnson. “There is
an increasing number of students bringing
devices to school daily. Students have become

increasingly engaged and are already starting to
change learning habits within class.”
Meanwhile, teachers no longer need to book
the school’s computer labs, they can simply ask
students to bring in their laptops for a lesson.
“The teachers are able to arrange computer-based
classroom activities on the fly, and they no longer
have to plan well in advance to ensure a computer
lab is available,” says Johnson.
IT personnel are also highly satisfied with the
manageability and stability of the vWorkspace
solution. Not only do they no longer have to spend
a significant amount of time managing school laptops and re-imaging them at the start and end of
each year, but they also receive fewer support calls.
“Our two IT administrators were hard pushed
to maintain the school’s fleet of laptops –
re-imaging, rolling out new software, or updating software and general repairs,” explains
Johnson. “That’s changed now because the laptops belong to the students, so workloads have
decreased substantially and they can focus on
other higher value tasks.”

Dell technology has
helped Parkdale
Secondary College
to implement a
BYOD policy for both
students and staff
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